4. BODY DESIGN &
AERODYNAMICS

The electric vehicle build programme for New Zealand schools!
Take up the challenge to use an electric bike kit to power an
electric bike or cart of your own design, and outdo your friends
on Race Day!

IS IT WORTH BUILDING A BODY SHELL?
The graph shows the power needed to overcome two
factors that resist the motion of your vehicle. They have
a big effect on the speeds you can achieve. Both are
worth minimising.
As this graph shows:
1)

Rolling resistance increases steadily with speed.
For this reason it is essential to get the wheels
rolling freely and tracking well. While we have
dealt with Steering & Wheels in another resource
we do recommend ensuring wheels have good
bearings, lubrication, smooth tyres and they are
pumped hard.

2)

Aerodynamic drag increases dramatically with
speed, kicking in from 15kph. It is therefore worth
reducing it.

A good body shell does help a lot because the
drag force through the air is influenced by
Ø How streamlined the shape is
Ø The frontal area pushing through the air
Ø Air density
Ø Speed (double the speed and the drag
increases fourfold)

From <http://www.sciencelearn.org.nz/Science-Stories/CyclingAerodynamics/Sci-Media/Images/Power-needed-to-counter-aerodynamicdrag-and-rolling-resistance>

REDUCING AERODYNAMIC DRAG AND STREAMLINING
Any object that is designed to move fast needs to be streamlined
and drag minimised. It is a huge area of engineering addressing
the quest to improve speeds and economy. As you can imagine
the applications are significant for race cyclists, cars, planes, trains,
swimmers etc.
When air flows over a surface the rubbing generates frictional
forces. Surfaces should therefore be smooth and polished.
Shapes need to cut through the air easily and flow over the object
smoothly. Of vital importance is the air flow at the rear of the
shape. If the flow is not smooth turbulence is generated, the
disturbed air tumbles around (eddy currents) and creates a low
pressure area. Acting on the shape a high pressure area at the
front and a low at the rear has the effect of generating forces
against the motion ie the shape naturally wants to move from high
pressure to low pressure.
Creating a smooth air (laminar) flow requires the front to be
shaped to cut through the air easily (reducing frontal pressure) and
have little turbulence at the back. The diagram on the right shows
how design can help minimise this.
The most aerodynamic shape is a teardrop.

http://www.sciencelear
n.org.nz/ScienceStories/CyclingAerodynamics/Causesof-aerodynamic-drag

Examples of drag reduction
This 1934 Chrysler
Airflow is an early
attempt to reduce drag
and improve economy

Tesla door handles are retractable popping out
when a person with a key approaches or if
unlocked the pop out when pressed. Having
them pull in reduces turbulence and reduces
the drag coefficient by 12%. Outside mirrors of
Teslas have been replaced by cameras for the
same reasons.

Eva Hakansson’s streamliner
was the fastest electric motor
bike sidecar combo in the world
at 434kph

What design features has this track cyclist used to reduce drag?

The MagLev train levitates on a cushion of air. It is pulled along by
electromagnets at speeds over 600kph

Many features of modern car design are used to reduce drag. Some features are surprising and explain some strange shapes –
even on areas under the car. Take a look at <https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Aerodynamics-Concept-Study-ofElectric-Vehicles-and-Aktas-Abdallah/19bf8121c22f404cca09a5ba3e3211213cb978b5>

Materials & making
We have covered shape considerations but now how do we build a
body shell with low drag?
Materials that can be used are
Ø Coreflute – Check out your local sign company or real estate sales
team. Often they have signs that are no longer current and may
donate them to your build. Coreflute can be shaped more easily
along the flute lines than at 90 degrees to them. Sheets can be
joined using cloth (Duct) tape.
Ø Plywood & bamboo
Ø Papier mache
Ø Plastics
Ø Aluminium
Ø Fibreglass
Ø Carbon fibre

Materials & making –
plywood & bamboo
Thin plywood can be easily curved.
In fact, you can build your own plywood using very,
very thin laminations and gluing then over
something that can be used as a mould to keep the
shape you want.
The plywood bike “Shark – E” shown here from
Onslow College was built in this way. It has an
interesting shape and was built of bamboo
laminations clamped and glued together with PVA.
Te Aroha College shaped their light bamboo cart
and then covered some of it with cloth

Materials & making – coreflute
Check out your local sign
company or real estate sales
team. Often they have signs
that are no longer current and
may donate to your build.
Coreflute can be shaped more
easily along the flute lines than
at 90 degrees to them.
Sheets can be joined with
cloth tape (Duct tape).

Materials & making – Papier mache
This is a very cheap way of making interesting shapes especially
curves. It is suited to building at home and requires no specialised
equipment. All you need is flour, water, newspaper and a mould of
some sort
Check out the short video below.
When the shape is dry it can be sanded, filled and painted with a
sealer/undercoat and then top coated. This will produce a light and
impressive body shape with reasonable strength
The video uses a balloon to form the layers over, but light wire
netting can be used to achieve any shape and hold the product
together. Some people cover the netting with a plastic sheet before
beginning so that the heavy netting can be removed at the end,
leaving the shell light

Making Papier Mache video

https://www.google.com/search?q=papier+mache+recipe&oq=Papier+mache%5C&aqs=
chrome.2.69i57j0l7.4092j0j8&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF8#kpvalbx=_OsuDXryRFdLfz7sPsZuVkAM36

Materials & making – plastics
ABS plastic sheet is useful for mould with a gently applied heat gun
wafting the heat over the surface. The plastic will melt at 104C so care
will have to be taken when approaching this temperature.
It is easiest if you have a mould to shape it over, heat the plastic until
it starts to become pliable then use a small flat piece of wood to push
it down onto the shape a little bit at a time.
See video of person using the shape of a battery pack as a mould.
https://endless-sphere.com/forums/viewtopic.php?t=38096
This can also be done in a vacuum former.
Wear goggles and a face mask when sanding or working in an
operation where fine dust is generated.

Materials & making – aluminium
Aluminium framed
light, durable cart
from New
Plymouth GHS

Another superbly built light vehicle
from Rod and Josh, George and
James from the Big Brother Big
Sister programme.

Aluminium is a softer metal that can be formed to many shapes.
There are several videos available to show how this can be done often with a couple of hammers and a mallet. Fantastic
skills from this experts. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rB2BDEXfd7Q
Take a look at this video on MIG welding Aluminium. Local Polytechnics often run night classes covering aluminium
welding <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CzcyA6Z-8dk>

Materials & making – composites
Both Fibre glass and carbon fibre use similar processes. They both need a mould to
shape the work. The shape is often called a bullet. Both materials make very strong
products. Carbon Fibre in particular is VERY light, amazingly strong and is now being
used in many high-tech products.
Here are two videos to help understand the process. Kits with all materials included
are available from car repair shops or TradeMe.
Video on fibre glassing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujk-wBQDUSk
Video on using Carbon fibre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sbk7-GpyNzQ

Safety note:
• When working with these products follow the manufacturers instructions.
• It is advisable to wear loose-fitting clothes with long sleeves and trousers, gloves,
goggles and a head covering. You can use duct tape to close the gap at the end of
long sleeves and trousers.
• Don’t rub your skin or eyes if they feel itchy or irritated, simply wash with running
water and soap (not eyes).

Summary of Materials USed
Wood

Aluminium

Steel

Glass Fibre

Carbon Fibre

Cost

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Strength

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

Ease of Use

Easy

Moderate

Moderate

Difficult

Very Difficult

Weight (typical use)

Light

Light

Medium

Medium

Very Light

Special tools required

None

Few

Some

Few

High

Overall Suitability (for most schools)

Very High

High

High

Medium

Challenging

Build new skills, have fun and
make some exciting things!

